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SIMPLY
COMPLICATED



Simply Complicated is a video-game arcade developed 
in collaboration with Bristy Azmi. This video game deals 
with stress and deadlines, as well as framing failure in a 
positive light. Simply Complicated is composed of 11 
mini games with animated narratives. 
 
The game follows the player, Bristy and Maria in a quest 
to build a 3D printer to print a key in 48 hours before 
their pet "Peeve" dies of starvation , stuck inside of a 
school locker. The game is an analogy and 
documentation to the building of a home-made 3D 
printer, in an interactive format. 
 
Because in the end, why make it simple when you can 
make it complicated?  
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SIMPLY
COMPLICATEDTHE VIDEO GAME





Screenshot of “Dash Dash Cut” mini game. The player must cut the floppy disk and dvd 
drive to extract the stepper motor needed for x, y, z positions of the printer.    

Screenshot of “John Smith” mini game. The player must find John Smith in a crowd of 
people in order for him to give you a free floppy disk, to the risk of getting mugged.

Screenshot of “First Aid Kit” mini game. Bristy has cut her finger. The player must go through 
the uni to find the first aid kit and exit before Bristy passes out from blood loss.

Screenshot of “Language!” mini game. Your stepper motor is late. The player must call the 
Bamazon customer service to know the whereabouts of the lost package. 
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This is the homemade 3D printer depicted in the video-game.  
We call it the “Mega Ramps”. 
 
In October 2018, Bristy and I caused our lives a lot of stress and 
dove head first into building a 3D printer from scratch for three 
months, with no knowledge or experience in engineering. After 
over 40+ mistakes and errors which delayed the making for weeks, 
our expectations for success decreased dramatically. Despite the 
errors, Bristy and I refused to stop working on that printer because 
we had already invested too much time and money into building it. 
Therefore we rushed into finishing it and made things far more 
complicated than they had to be. The project was no longer about 
the printer itself but about the experience of two students whose 
stubbornness fueled both their work and mistakes. The errors 
defined our project and to remain in the spirit of our practice, we 
decided to record our process as a video-game, based on all of 
our mistakes and immersing the player into our stubborn mindsets. 
 
Because in the end, why make it simple when you can make it 
complicated?  
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CHECK-OUTCHECK-OUT



Check Out is an interactive arcade game and a 
publication that raises awareness, as well as 
teaches all internet users about the dangers of 
‘Dark Patternsʼ, which are malicious forms of user 
experience and interface design (UX/UI design).  
 
Dark Patterns, a term coined by UX specialist 
Harry Brignull, exploits the power of design, 
knowledge of human psychology, and the 
audienceʼs unawareness as a manipulative 
marketing tactic to generate greater profit. 

CHECK-OUTCHECK-OUT
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Visit www.the-check-out.com

Screenshot of “How To Play” section of Check-Out website video-game

Screenshot of “Free Range British skinless breast fillets 2kg” page of Check-Out website 
video game

Screenshot of “Bait and Switch” dark pattern alert in Check-out website video-game

Screenshot of home page of Check-Out website video game

http://www.the-check-out.com
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For more visit  
www.mariathan.com

Thank you !

http://www.mariathan.com

